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The Small Jet
Vac range
provides a 
small compact
machine for
companies
seeking to
expand there
range of
services

Most people
can drive the
vehicle without
a Heavy 
Goods Licence

There are several types of this vehicle from a
simple lightweight 800 gallon Sludge Tanker to 
Jetter Only Vehicles to the medium Volume 750 
gallon Combination Jet Vac Tanker 

The 7.5 Tonne Range can also be equipped with 
a lightweight 4” Boom for  Gully Cleaning work

The Jet Vac Vehicle is equipped with Manual  Handwheel 
catches with Hydraulic Door Opening and Hydraulic
Tipping of the Tank . The Reel Pivots around the rear
of the vehicle and is fitted with 100 metres of 19mm
jetting hose with Operating Station at rear. The Rear 
Valves are both 4” Saunders with stack pipe on inlet 
with hose couplings to suit.

Hose Bins Option are open or closed bins either side 
Extra Storage Option is available giving a through 
storage area behind the cab and is fully lockable

All Controls are situated at the rear once the PTO
is engaged in the cab. Combination Units are fitted
with interconnecting valve  to enable use of the rear 
tank to carry water.

Vacuum Pump used is a Moro AC3 capable of 247 CFM
with forced air cooling and builtin Oil Storage Tank with
changeover valve and is fitted with Oil Catchment tank,
Silencer and is hydraulically driven.  

Jetting Pump fitted is Pratissoli  KF 30 Jetting pump
capable of 106 LPM @ 150 BAR and is mechanically 
driven through a split shaft PTO system.   


